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ABSTRACT 

*"~We-siudy ^he tune development of jets in perturbative 

QCD. In spite of the fact that the total time for the jet to 

develop increases indefinitely with increasing energy, quark 

antiquark pairs remain unscreened only an infinitesimal time. 
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The phenomenological relevance of QCD would be substantially 

increased if one could compute the Madronic distributions in a QCD 

jet. Important steps in this direction have been achieved recently: 

In the leading logarithm approximation (LLA) the jet calculus ' is 

able to describe in a compact form the evolution of a jet of mass Q 

into partons of masses Q (provided that a(Q~) is still small). The 

problem of making contact between the state that contains partons of 

mass Q_ and the final hadrons cannot be tackled perturbatively. In 

the LLA of QCD and assuming the validity of the 1/N expansion, there 

is a natural ordering * of the partons at any given stage of the jet 

evolution: in a quark jet a system composed of a quavk, the nearest 

antiquark and the gluons in between, belong dominantly to a color 

singlet. It has been shown by Amati and Veneziano that such a 

cluster has an average mass of order Q independently of the initial 

Q. This observation makes it possible to assume that the non 

perturbative confining forces act dominantly inside each finite mass 

cluster. The final hadron spectrum would therefore result from the 

convolution of a calculable Q-dependent evolution function with a 

"hadronizatior.'' function, uncalculable but universal and Q-independent. 

Such a behaviour was proven rather rigurously for 1/x i 0 and 

the above considerations extend it for 1/x « 0, i.e. also for 

multiplicity distributions. In particular the hadron multiplicity 

would be proportional to the multiplicity of quarks of mass 0 . 

The study of QCD jets carried out in Refs. 1,2,4 allows 

us to examine here the time evolution of the jet. The time evolution 

puts strong constraints on the consistency of the perturbative 

approach. In fact one has to make sute that the perturbative 
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evolution of a jet does not produce unbalanced color charges with 

an infinite life time. If such charges did appear that would 

presumably signal the breakdown of the perturbative LLA since we 

believe that not even off shell color charges can exist for long 

tines without activating the non perturbative confining forces. 

Since one of the characteristic features of QCD is the presence 

of leading infrared logarithms which usually signal the importance 

of a long time scale there are at first sight ample reasons for 

worry ing. 

We will consider here the average evolution of a jet. The 

fluctuations away from this average are assumed not to be severe 

enough as to upset our conclusions. 

According to the results of Ref. 4 a partem of mass Q 

evolves on the average to 

n * exp /An«r/Qj) 

final partons of mass %, In the LLA in a planar axial gauge the 

relevant matrix element is the square of a tree diagram (interference 

terms are non-leading). In the average configuration the number 

of steps N, required for the decay from Q to 0 is: 

„ . m<^_ 

and the aass Q ,̂ of a partem of the k-th generation is given by 

the relation 

''•ntoj/rjj - /inCQ'/QJ) -k tn2 (2) 

The typical event (Fig.l) can be seen as a chain of decays froa 

•asses Q], to Q^j where 



- ^ i = exp [-:An %• ] « 1 

In order to determine the time development of such a jet 

we have to know the life tine of each generation. Since the 

development of the jet is clearly iterative it's enough if we 

study one step, i.e. the three particle discontinuity of the 

Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 2. We will use old fashioned 

perturbation theory in a convenient frame in which particle 3 

is at rest and the incoaing parton defines the longitudinal 
•} T t T 

direction. The masses M7, M^, M" M- are small compared with 

Q" and we define as usual 

x « S- >1 

•> 

For large Q" the components of the Q in our frame are 

Q = (»—-jj- , -iTj jr " M3X J- T n e dominant time orderings are the 

ones appearing in Fig.2. We first compute 2)a)b}c) as diagrams 

in 4̂>£ i . e . all the lines are scalar partons in 6-dimensions 

and obtain: 

2M,*A2 ,* 4 2 
[a] - 5

7 { P [I-cos 9) fi(pCl-cos53 + MT(I-x]j dp d cos8 

(E(p))3 [AEjJ-

Q 



IM \ 2 ( 2 M^ 1 ) 3 \ P 4 ( 1 - C O S 2 9 ) 6 (p t l - cos6 ) » M5(l-x)) dpdcos6) . 

Q2 tx-1) 
(5) 

[c] i i i - ( P 4 ( 1 - C Q S 9 ) 6(p( l -cos6J + M*(l-x)j dpdcosfi 
2 J [Efp l ] 2 fiE, AE-, [E(P)J fiEj AE2 

(6) 

where p is the length of the noaentua of parton 

E(p) * /p'+MJ , AEj » M3«Vp
z+M* - •p7TMr" and AE, = (x-l)M3. 

For the single particle inclusive distribution [a] gives the leading 

contribution. When the total cross section is calculated, also 

[b] becomes leading since the integration over x-1 (i.e. the mass of 

2 
the 12 system) produces a XnQ". Diagram [cj is non-leading as expected 

since it is an interference tera . 

The energy denominators AE,, AE_ c°ntain the information about the 

characteristic tiaes involved, their inverses representing the life 

times of the intermediate states:AE. in diagram a) is of order M_ 

for large p [in the LL region) therefore the life time of parton 

4 in the rest fraae of parton 3 is 1/M,. We are interested in the 

i -> •» 2 

behaviour of a) when M, «M23* Q4 « Q . The Lorentz transformation 

which brings us to the rest frame of parton 4 has a Y factor 

Y - St therefore the life tiae of 4 in its own rest frame is 

i 3 

-=— . In order to transform to the rest frame of the incoming parton 4 
we have to time dilate with the y factor. -£~ i.e. the life time 
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in the rest frame of Q will be — V . This conclusion is confirmed 

by an explicit calculation of the diagram in the rest frame of Q. 

In order to obtain the time involved in diagram b), we remark that 

since 

2 2 2 *-l 
»4 " MI2 - « IT-

AE, becomes }E, - — V 1 • 
Q-

2M3q,x 

of the intermediate state 4 becomes in its rest frame again = — 

and therefore in the rest frame of Q, T = — ^ — . Of course, 

since diagrams a} and b) are similar this is not surprising but we 

need the information about the same time scale produced through 

6E. and AE- when the energy denominators are combined in an 

asymmetric way. 

Let us turn our attention to QCD: in the diagrams 

line 2 is a gluon and the incoming particle is the off shell photon. 

The sum over the spin degrees of freedom is straight forward in the 

Foynraan gauge. The leading contribution for a) comes from the 

p"(p.»p_) term in the trace which re-expressed in term of on mass 

2 2 

-,._.- n™..«. „., r.„.-„,.. _ - factor and a p (l-cos6) factor 

which completes the 4-dimensional phase space to the 6-dimensional 

one we used in eq.(4). Therefore the contribution of a) is now 

~ g U-l) £nQ . Similarly b) gets leading contribution from the 

P4^P1'*V attd ^P4**V ̂ V V term *n thc trac* and becomes 

- x 7 | — . However, the main change occurs in diagram cj which 

becomes leading ;. The leading contribution comes form the terms in 

the trace 



CP4.P5) tVyPi) s Cp4-P,) Cp3.p5J = *$}-

therefore the leading behaviour of diagram c) is 

. ,, -2.2m3X,2( p2 CCP(l-cosi)) * m-sOxfl dpd cos6 _ g2x £nQ2 

T i [ECp)l AE, AE X - 1 

(7) 
After integration over x a double log is produced signaling the 

strong infrared singularities present in QCD. 

If we use a planar axial gauge the different spin factors 

operate a reshuffling of the three contributions such that c) is 

now leading and a), b) becone correspondingly more singular. 

However this reshuffling does not affect the value of the energy 

dominators AE. and AE7. Therefore we conclude that the tine 

structure of the leading QCD diagrams in a physical gauge is the 

sane as the structure of the leading diagrams a) b) in A*, i .e . 

the l ife time T̂  associated with an energy denominator in the 

k'th generation is : 

in the rest frame of the k-parton and in the incoming photon 

rest frame respectively. 

This result is not changed by vertex and propagator corrections 

in any finite order in the LLA since the ultraviolet log's they 

produce cone from times of order 1/A where A is the ultr" tiolet 

cut off. 

life can now examine the time evolution of our typical QCD jet 

(Fig. 1) in the rest frame of the virtual photon. The total time 



for the jet to develop is the sun over the tines of each generation. 

In a ^iven generation k we have 2 ' denominators each with 

characteristic tine T.. Therefore using eq llj and (2) the total 

tine will be 

T = Z A - 2k_l = -S- ex? [ADCQVQJ)] C9) 
k*l Qj Qo 

Obviously the sua is dominated by the tems around N where the masses 
2 

are ssall. For Q^ •* 0 ton mass shell brehmsstrahlung) the tiae 

increases indefinitely as expected . 

At fixed <L the tine grows very fast with Q and therefore we 

are in a potentially dangerous situation with respect to nr>r. perturbative 

effects. However, a more detailed analysis shows that this is nut 

the case for QCD. Consider in fact the QCD jet of Fig. 1 and let us 

assune that no colour screening q-q pairs are produced for the first 

n generations. The tine elapsed is: 

T(nJ E £x:
kJl\ • 4 "Pl'^/Qo" - 'taQj/qJ ] cio) 

Tl 

The probability that a pure gluonic development occurs down to parton 

„ - 2)4) masses 0 is : 

Therefore the average time required for the first quark antiquark 

pair production is: 

l •' " V '% *o"P 

for p < 2 and =• for p>*. 
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Therefore we find that <T> does not grow with Q provided that 

p>l i.e. under the sane condition which ensures a finite average 

mass for the colour singlet cluster . In other models like e.g. 

the X$6 model with internal quantum numbers, studied in flef. _. 

this situation does not occur and also the time until the creation 

of the first quark antiquark pair grows without limit. After an 

average time <T> a quark antiquark pair is created which screens 

the original pair and will live unscreened again a finite time. etc. 

The exact position in space of the new pair cannot be established 

without a stud/ of wave packets instead of the sharp momentum states 

used here. However, it is reasonable to guess that the new pair 

is created at r • 0, separates for an infinitesimal distance Q" , 

when a new pair is created it r » 0 a.s.o. 

We conclude, therefore, that it is plausible that the development 

of the jet can be treated perturbatively, neglecting the non 

perturbative effects above a certain scale Q . This is a consequence 

of two specific features of QCD: 

a) The development of the jet favours decay of a large mass parton 

to partons close in mass (eq.3) instead of on mass shell 

brehtnsstrahlung. 

b) The quarkless emission is suppressed like a power, causing the 

emission of a quark antiquark pair after a very short time. 

One of the authors (L.C.) would like to acknowledge the kind 

hospitality extended to him at the Keiimann Institute where part of 

this work was performed. 

The number of generations N which occur during a finite time T 

increases ake * = •Im'ffi . 



FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig.l: A typical QCD ,jet. The different generations are 

deUnited by the dotted iines. 

Fig.2: The leading tiae orderings in second order. 
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